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SYANN
WHERE: Dundee
FOR FANS OF: London
Grammar, Lana Del
Rey, Massive
Attack
JIM SAYS: It was
great to see the
future of Dun-
dee’s music
scene when I
was asked to host
a Creative Scotland
supported Youth Music
Initiative showcase at the
city’s Gardyne Theatre last
year.
Nine acts took part in the

six-month project, with estab-
lished Dundee musicians as
mentors. The result was a
compilation album.
Elephant, Courtney’s

Chain, The Alley, Drenched,
Blood Indians, Marley David-
son, Stobie Boy and Room 7
demonstrated the wealth of
young talent in the city.
Completing the line-up was

Syann Gilroy, and the 19-year-
old has now released her
debut single, Far Beyond The
Sun. The track gets the full
production treatment, from
London/Berlin based Scottish
production team White Label.
White Label first came to

attention in 2011 with their
Stolen Voices bootleg album,
recycling vocals from Bowie
and The Supremes to create
new tracks.
Syann’s stunning electro-

tinged track has featured on
some key radio shows. Aside
from my own outlets, it’s
been picked up by Dermot
O’Leary on BBC Radio 2 and

was Track Of The Day on Q
Magazine’s website. Syann
said “I was really surprised
that I caught the attention of
the biggest music magazine
in the UK. I feel lucky to have
received such high praise.”
If the single is an indication

of what’s to come, Syann has
the potential to become Scot-
land’s answer to Adele.
She has a sound capable

of reaching a mainstream
audience across the globe.
Syann said: “My musical

inspiration comes from every-
where. It can vary from Portis-
head to Passenger or Mas-
sive Attack to Mozart.
“People keep comparing

me to Massive Attack and
Lana Del Rey. I love Lana.
She’s so cool. She has the
vibe. It’s all about the vibe.
“Massive Attack are one of

my biggest musical inspira-
tions though, and whenever
someone says, ‘Your song
reminds me of them’ I brush it
off — I feel like I have to go
through some kind of rite of
passage to even be com-
pared to them in the first
place.”
Currently working on mater-

ial for an album, Syann hopes
to announce live dates soon.
The single is available now

to download from iTunes.
MORE: facebook.com/
Syannsmusic
Jim presents Drivetime on
XFM Scotland, Monday to Fri-
day 4-7pm. See xfm.co.uk
and jimgellatly.com
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MOBILE fitness tech
is a booming market
– and Fitbit bands
are well established.
The wristbands
track a user’s activ-
ity, wirelessly sync-
ing the data to an
app, into which calo-
rie intake can also
be logged.
The Flex monitors
steps, distance, calo-
ries burned, sleep
activity and “active
minutes”.
That’s pretty stan-
dard now, but Fitbit
have taken it a step
further. Users can
now live-sync their
weight via a wireless
scale, with the
release of the Aria.
The wifi Smart
Scale tracks
weight, body
fat and BMI,
a u t om a t i -

cally uploading that
data to your profile.It
means a Fitbit pro-
file will cover every
aspect of the user’s
fitness – the most
thorough way to
monitor health, par-
ticularly weight loss.
I found the Fitbit
experience empower-
ing. I was more con-
scious of my activity
and, more unusually,
factors such as
sleep quality. Weigh-
ing myself on the
Aria scale added
another dimension
to my data without
any fuss.
It made me slightly
obsessive over my
daily progress, but
that can only be a
good thing when
you’re trying to
shift a few
pounds.
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3.5FITBIT FLEX & ARIA SCALE
£79.99 and £99.99

CURSE OF NAXXRAMAS
iOS and PC, free

DIABLO fans who play
on a console have been
waiting for the Reaper
of Souls expansion.
Well, it’s finally here in a
wonderfully packaged bundle.
It’s time to dive into
Sanctuary all over again.
The Ultimate Evil Edition
comes with Diablo 3 and the
Reaper of Souls expansion
bundled together.
While it plays differently to
the PC version, its unique
style of gameplay will suit

some over the PC version. The
same brilliant action RPG
gameplay remains, with excel-
lent dungeon crawling, fast-
paced battles and awesome
loot drops.
Updates from the previous
console version include harder
difficulty modes, an internal
mail system and the Adven-
ture mode, which lets players
run around the world, free to
battle solely for loot. Up to

four players can play at once:
online, couch co-op or a mix-
ture of the two.
It still falls slightly short of
what’s possible on the right
gaming PC and suffers the
occasional frame rate issue in
the grandest battles but
nothing that’s going to cause
too much concern.
With promises of updates
becoming as regular as the PC
counterpart, Diablo 3: Ulti-
mate Evil Edition is not just
an alternative way to play, it
could be a player’s choice.

JAMIE NIGHTINGALE

Listen to the band at
thescottishsun.co.uk

Diablo III: Ultimate Evil
Edition
PS4/PS3/XBoxOne/360, £44.99

THIS week saw the release of the fifth and
final wing of Blizzard’s Hearthstone expan-
sion.
The past five weeks have seen 15 differ-

ent bosses for players to defeat in single-
player mode and included 30 new cards
as rewards. There’s a lot to get through,
but it’s the heroic mode where this
expansion really shines.

DREW GIBSON

NEW MUSIC
BY JIMGELLATLY
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